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Installation Manual 
CAE ULTRA-SHIFTER 

Porsche 996 997 Cayman Boxster 
with stock shiftcables 

 
 

The CAE shifter is designed for 996 & 997 cars  
without interior equipment and for Stock Porsche shiftcables 

Center console itself have be removed. 

 
 

 
WARNING! 

Due to the design of motor sport and therefore missing rubber 
damping elements engine and transmission noises and 

vibrations  may transmitted into the interior 
 

Delivery: 



1 x Pre-mounted shiftunit complete 

2x CAE Cable ends for stock Cables 

Installation Instructions 

 

Reinstallation: 
 

Remove the center console, parking brake lever and stock shift unit.  
To relax the brake cables under the lever, push the clamping device to the 

back and hang out the cables side by side 
Remove the stock cable ends from the cables  

 

Relocation of the shift cables 
 

The shiftcables have to be layed overcross before installing at the main 

unit bracket. The selection cable must then run right, the shift cable 
left . 

This is easily accomplished in the interior under the handbrake lever. 
 

Installation: 
 

Grease the ball joints. After securing the complete assembly of 
the shifter secure ballheads with the cotter pin. 

Glue all nuts / bolts while assembling ! 

Never bend the shift cables! 

 
CAE Cable Ends : 

 

The long ball pan belongs to the selection-cable (to the L-Lever),the 
short ball socket to the shiftcable (shiftlever downside)

   
Introduce the ribbed ends of the original shift cables into the hole of the 

short CAE ball sockets and secure with the screws. Glue the screws. 

 
Do it with the longer pan later, after mounting the Shifter 

 

Note the position of the pans, the openings should be facing up 
 

 



Screw the CAE Shifter with the original nuts bolts on the transmission 

tunnel. While placing the shifter introduce the cables already in the 
inner side of the shifter. 

when shifter is screwed clip the cables into the bracket and push on the 

shift cable pan to the downside lever ball  
Selection cable not yet  

 
 

Replacing handbrake lever again 
 

to mount the brake cables under the lever press the clamping device to 
the rear and hook ropes individually  

 
Setting the shift range 6 speed Gearbox  

and functional test 
 

 Step 1- 3 / 4  GEAR : 
( Selection cable is not mounted !!!) 

Select 3.or 4th Gear by moving lever for- or 

backwards 
 

 
• Adjust central position of the lever by setting 

the spring stop under the shift lever 
bracket with 5mm Allen. The shift 

lever should be in the (neutral) 
level (3./4.Gear) about 10 degrees to the 

right side, the shiftcable goes straight to the 
lever ball in neutral. 

This is the basement tuning ! 
   

• Now mount the long pan to the selection cable and the L-lever ball. 
Adjust the R/L pushrod to the L-lever by turning the rod until the 

cable end is introduced 

completely in the pan-end 
and tight the both screws  

 
 

• Check: 3rd / 4th gear can 
be shifted easy and at 

selected gear the lever has 
the same scope to right 

and left.  
If its unbalanced readjust 

at the pushrod (¼ turn is 
really much) untils scope is balanced. 

Then fix the Ball socket by cotter pin and secure the Nuts at the 
connecting rod. 

 

 

 

 



• REVERSE GEAR : 

Activate the reverse locking pin by pulling reverse mechanism at the 
Lever and select reverse gear. Screw in stop screw Y until 

the reverse can insert clean 

If the lower part of the lever collide on the right side of the screw of 
the unibal you should adjust the central position of the shift lever 

slightly to the right, and start with step1. 
 

• 1 / 2  GEAR : 
Now shift the gearbox by using the gearlever in level 1/2 

(search) and adjust scew Z until the gears at level 1/2 go clean. 
 

• 5 / 6  GEAR : 
shift by gearlever in level 5/6. and screw the stop screw X until the 

5th / 6th Gear can be changed clean. 
 

After installation, check all the essential functions of the 
Shifter while driving and adjust if necessary. 

 

 
CAE Shifting Technology wishes you a good trip 

If you experience any problems or questions, please contact 
us absolutely, we need YOUR feedback to improve our products 

 


